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Mount<lin Club

C L A S s· I F I E D
RATES: 7e ~er wp.rd, 20 word minimum ($1.40) per time ru?• lf ad !s.l.o

run flve or more consecutiVe dnYB Wlth

no changes the rate Is reduced bto 5~
per word nnd the minimum num er o
words to 10.

11

5)

PERSONALS

WHERE: Journalism Building,. Room
205 afternoons preferably or mat!.
'
Clllll•ifie<l Advertising
UNM P.O. Bol< 20
Albuquerque, N.M, 87106
WHY RENT 7 BUY t Equivalent .to a de·
luxe apartment, Sl' Travel Trn1ler, selfcontained, 1972 Hollday Rnmbler, E~i~
fmanclnr:. 242-9839.
1967 SHEI:.BY GT 600. F60 Po)yglas tires,
42B with two laura, Best offer, 2U4·1~~~

FORSA=L=E~~~~~~

!'RICE REDUCTION SALE tltrough Sept,
11th~ Io;verYthing In steck reduced 30 te
50fi(, Stereo equipment, metn1. detectors,
boznk and other svcnkcrs. mu~nc systems,
chn,ng~rs. nc~dles, earphon~, ta~tjUNaD
•tereo•-$21. and up,E e c.
9/11
WORLD-4304 Lomas N '
AUSTiN HEALEY 1006, completely rebuilt

ASTROLOGIC HO~OS~OI'ES cast & &~~~
plus ruturcyear.~7.7.-EGAL SERVICES for UNM students/
L staff Nominal Ices. Furnished by qualified
Jaw ~tu<lents of the Clinical Low Pror:raf
under supervision of stnfE attorney o
UNM Law School. Cnll 277-2913 or 277·
3604 for appointment. Sponso~ed b_Y thf
Associate~ Students of the Un•vers1ty Jn

r.nl!lnc, professionally prepnrbcd. renrl

Mex1c0~

New

ADVERTISING

FREE ROO:M'""ANDnOARD In cx:chnngc
for care of 5-year-old from 4 :30 P·'!'·
thru night, 6 nights per week. Call 9 ;•~
nfternoona. 294-8162 .•_- - - - - : - - : : FEMALE ROOMMATE, preferably
W ANT
d student beautifully furnished apart.:;:-:nt, except own bedro~Ge ~~~/mo~~i
Two mllell from campus. _ •
•
MALE, 21, Seeks rpom in house with ot~,e~
students, 265-6427,
_ ./_
FREE HAPPY, HEALTHY, Black Kit9 11
tens: Call 242-9062.
NEED SENIOR or Grad Student Room·
tell to share house within bicycling
d\:tnnce to UNM, $70.0~ a month.
277-4453.
ANYONE who has )rnowledge. of Jean
O'ConneJI this summer or her dulrY plcn~e
contact the Lobo, Jour., Bldg. Rm. 15 •
HERE IS AGORA AGAIN, Not exactly a
delll" !rlcnd but a group of IJOople w~
nrc ready
talk nnd listen to your pro •
!ems of llvin~t. Call or come In Ntf
Corner Mella Vlsbl, 277-8018.
n

9

D;/6

sl:.ra;

bar spore engine and gear ox, ro
a •
metlculmm)y rnnintnined. 294-2005, 9/12
GREAT SAVINGS, name brands, receivers,
nmpllfiers, tnpc recorders, rcco~h chJil~i
ers, svenkers, uc;ed and ~~emNoE•·
e
•
Honse, 3011 Monte Vis...,
;'Custom Woodcraft, Spenkers1, cnse.s, b~/i'i
etc. Don Menning. 344 272"_1_ _
10 SPEED BICYCLES. Lowest prices on
brnnd name lightweights. Falcons, $120.
Gltanes $117 Belgian Superla, $90. MilD!>'
others. Call Dick Hallett alter l p.m., ~r2646, Home: 2G6 2784, See them at s;Ti
67 Medical School.
CASTING SCRAP S'rERLING SILVER,
Good clean scrnp. $1.90 per ounce while It
lasts, call 842-9688.
20 Portable TV's, $30-$60. 441 Wyomlnll
1019
NE. 255-5987,. -'·

-=---

PART TIME ATTENDANT, evenings !'nd
week-end3 • Cnmpus Laundry and clea~/l'i
210G Central SE.

loSTUDEN::..T::.S:::,T:::O:-;S;:;E:;:;Lc;L~A;cl;;:b::-uq::u::e:;rq::;:ue
Dinner Cluh Memberships te students.
Good pay. Apply at room 131, Desert ~n/~
Motel, 918 Central SW.

71M.ISCELLANEOUS
BEADS-BEADS and Indian J ewelzy
Bcad Shaman. 401 San Felipe, Old
Call 842-9588,

¥~/14
The

Chemical Center
The Chemical Culture Cen~e~ is
starting a series of trammg
sessions on September 7 at 7:30
p.m. in room 100 o! the b~smess
and administration sc1ence
building. The Chemical. Culture
Center has drug informatlo':', does
talk downs, and counselmg of
related
blems.
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Women's Center

The Women's Center. at t~e
University of New MeXICO Will
hold a two·day open house Sept.
7·8
The Center, located at 1824
Las Lomas NE, will be open to all ·:
visitors from 9 n.m. to 5 p.m. on tO
Thursday Sept, 7 and from 9 a.m. ;g
to 10 p.rd. on Friday, Sept. 8.

-=.tTANP£0/NG~ACNO.t.t=THE-~CNEENI

DEAD SHAMAN. Used suede and !•ather
~oats an.d jackets. $1 te $16, big sh1p~nl
JUSt arr1ved.

CLUBS OR GROUPS th"t want announcement of their activitieQ arc Ladbv!sop I te
Hcnd the information to the ·o a r ps
column. Jour, Bldg, Rm. 158.

FRIDAYTHROUGH~UNDAY~:>N~Y.

1

Award winning short fiims-Don_t misS lt.
Tickets on sale at Sub Ticket office
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FOUND-Three pnperbnclm in :MH 220,
Wed. 3:30 p.m. Identify & claim. Rm.
206 J ournallsm.

~

SERVICES

31

..
•00

. wll1£

u;

2) LOST & FOUND
FOUND: Man's 1971 Class Ring •. Identify
and clolm at Room 205 Journnhsm. 9/ll
REWARD: Lost, male Irish Setter, "Rus~lj~
call Dick, 282-6894, 344,:!_47¥::.:·--,..-'LOST MALE BASSETT BEAGLE 'cross,
broWn with gold, boarded Grnmpa. 2~Joi
5678. Rcwa~r~d:_•=..,..,.---;-:;:;;:;::-:::::;::>:
~White gold diamond Elgin watcl).
Glrh' locker room, Johnson Gym. Senhmental value. Liberal reward, 2G5·8~~7G

EMPLOYMENT

61

~

Gallegos

Eugene Gallegos will talk and
There will be a meeting of the rock bands will play on Frid~y
UNM Mountaineering Club
at 3 P:m. on. the mal~ m
tonight September 7, in the SUB beginning
a voter reg1strat1on dnve
Theate~, downstairs. _All pers~ms sponsored by the Young
interested in mountam chmbmg,
.
rock climbing, hiking and Democrats.
Gallegos is the DemocratiC
camping, snow. shoin~, ·cr?ss candidate for U.S. congress from
country skiing, o! J~St plam seemg
the Northern District.
.
New Mexico are mv1~ed.
Cody and RGd Weather West
For further mformatlon
contact Steve Schum at 247·9802 are two of the bands who said
they wil;:..l!:.PI:;.;::a:::.Y:.. ·- - - or Phil Harvey at 298·8278.
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BEST COLOR TV nnd Stereo Rennlr Scr•
vice. Student Dlseountl2G8-24~7.
9/l~
REGISTRATION •t!11 o))~n for Credit Bible
Coursro. Chrlstilln Student Center,
Girard NE. 266-4312 . _-:--::-7""--; 91
CHRISTIAN STUDENl' Center-Helping
Studcnto to develop spirltunlly M weD ns
ncndemlcally. 130 Glrnrd NE. 266-~8/fn
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Noon Rally Commemorates Dead lsra·elis

TYPING, These3, papN'Il, El<ceDcnt re3ulro.
Reaoonable. C. Brown. 255-8103 after

..-.!£!.

5: so.

:PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION, JDENT:n-:1·
CATION, Phote. Fo.qt, ll!CXPCnllh e,
pleasing, Near UNM. Cnil 2GG-2444, tfor
n
come to 171'1 Girard Blvd. NE,
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FOR SALE

New Mexico
Daily Lobo
Classified Advertising Rates
lOc per word, $1.00 minimum charge

5 or more consecutive insertions
with no copy changes,
6c per word per day
60c per day minimum chor.ge

Terms Cash in advance

UNM P.O. Box 20, Universi1y of New Mexico,
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106

Want Ads say it
in a Big WayH
Please place the following classified advertisement in the New
. • .
under the heading (circle one): 1. Personals;
times beg1nmng
'
2. lost & Found; 3. Services; 4. For Rent; 5. For Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Miscellaneous.

(Editor's note: In respons<> to
the murder of eleven members of
the Israeli Olympic team in
Munich by Pnlestinian terrorists a
hasty rally wns held on the Mall at
noon yesterday. Michael
Goldstein, a freshman, organized
the event and gave the following
speech)
We arc not here today to
condt:'mn any particular race of
pcoplt:'s for the actions of a few.
We are her<' instead to express our
concern and to protest the
cold·bloodcd murder of Israeli
athletes in Munich last night.
We nrc not here to capitalize
on the racism against the Jews but
to protest the brutal slaying of
nthletes at the Twentieth
Olympiad. When literally
thousands upon thousands of men
and women can gather together
every four years to peacefully
participate in these games with
the spirit of brotherhood and
peace for the sake of
sportsmanship, how can we stand
idly by and not be appalled by the
carnage?
How can such nn incident be
allowed to happen-why should
such an incident occur at all? If in
these times man cannot settle
thl.'se petty differences of rnce,
religion, color or creed of and
between his fellow men, then how
far have we progressed in the past
forty centuries from our ape
ancestors?
The senseless slaying of people
in Munich yesterday the fifth of
September, 1972, is a11 ntrocity
that will forever tarnish the spirit
and meaning of any and all future
Olympies.
This act was a wanton and
heineous crime perpetrated by a
few individuals, and not we realize
the act of any one government or

group of governments, and as
such, only those individuals
involved should be punished. The
government of a nation should
not b!' held accountable for thP
depraved acts of a fc>w of its
citizens.
However, when a government
has the knowledge or reason to
believe that such crimes are being
plott!'d by any subversive group(s)
and docs not takl' the necessary
actions to prevent tho execution
of the crime, then the state is as
guilty as if it had sanctioned the
offense. In this instance, the state
must be willing to accept the
responsibilities that such an
offense warrants.
If the government of the state
that is involved refuses to accept
its due responsibilities or if it
denies any knowledge of the
incident, then it is up to the
people of the world to voice their
anger and enact sufficient

legislation. and enforcement
agencies to see tbat such criminnl
acts no longer occur.
The time has now come for us
as conct>rncd citizens of the world
and not of separate countries to
unite and slop any future acts of

this nature. We cannot stand idly
by while our friends, relatives, our
countrymen ar<' ruthlessly
murdc>red before our own eyt•s.
We strongly urge all of you to
write to your senators and
representatives and make your

sentiments known, and we finally
ask you to sign a petition
exprPssing your discontent today
before it is too late. We must act
now while the memory of this
vL~cious crimP is still fresh in our
minds!

$10 Million Library Bond
'Moving With Confidence'
By ROGER J. RUVOLO
Backers of a $10 million library
bond issue for the state's higher
institutions are moving with
confidence into their more
"intensive" cnmpaign period.
Chief proponents of the
measure is a group known as
Action for Education, headed by
prominent New Mexico artist
Peter Hurd. The group has
established committees in each
New Mexico county to help in
their campaign. UNM Director of
Public Information Jess Price has
also aided the group, and by next
week expects to have 350,000
brochures out on the subject.
Price said his offices are
providing what they can for the
Action for Education group,
which is a privntely subsidized
organization.
At pre&ent, Price feels that
voter turnout will be important to
the bond issue's passage when it
will be at the disposition of New
Mexico voters in the November
genernl election.
Last summer, a bond issue
directed to the Albuquerque nrea

failed. Recently, however, a bond
issue for the city's public school
system received tremendous voter
turnout, partly as n result of a
campaign by public school
leaders.
Action for Education has
expanded on this extensive
campaign precedent to reach into
even New Mexico's rural areas.
Price said. there. has been
extensive support of the measure,
which calls for $10 million to be
dispersed over a five yellr span to
libraries of higher institutions in
the state for material acquisitions.
Recently, the AFL-CIO of New
Mexico endorsed the measure.
Governor Bruce King, the New
Mexico State Bnr Association and
the director of the Navajo
Division of Education, Robert
Chiago, are among other
supporters of the proposnl.
In answer to charges that the
measure would put proportionally
undue tax burdens on the poorer
people of the state, Price said that
"if it were a sales tax, which is
regressive, then that would be
true, but this is a property tax and

not a severance tax."
As an ad valorem tax, the
proposal would average, according
to best estimates, 46 C!'nts per
thousnnd assessed valuation of
property. The projected state tax
over the next five years, including
a bond issue tax in the event of its
passage, is 1.2 cents Jess than over
the previous five year span.
The measure came as a result of
i11terviews conducted by the
Legislative Universities Study
Committee over the last two
years. 'I'he measure proposed by
that group was passed almost
unanimously by the 1972 New
Mexico legislative session.
In 1 !l66, a $·12.5 million
measure passed by a 3·1 margin in
the state, and provided funds for
higher institutions' academic
construction projects. Ortega Hall
on the UNM campus is one of
many state wide results of that
bond issue.
Interviews conducted by the
university studies group found,
however, that state students were
displeased with library facilities
throughout the state.
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Conserve paper-give this paper to a friend

KUARIFU
KUARIFU: (Swahili) to inform you.
HABARI GANI!
There are many activities scheduled for this week and I
hope that every black student will attend them.
Today from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Afro-American Studies is
having an open house for all the new bla~k students and
faculty so that they may familiarize themselves with the
location and services of Afro-American Studies. I hope you
will take time between classes to slide by there and check it
all out.
UHURU SASA ... FREEDOM NOW
Uhuru Sasa is the center for the performing arts, a program
of Afro-American Studies designed to give students the
opportunity to express their feelings in song, dance and
drama. It also provides an avenue for revealing new and very
talented young black students. The group is directed by a
student, Sam Johnson, and it has achieved an outstanding
reputation for beautiful expression in the two years of its
existence.
This year's plans include performances in places such as
Howard University in Washington, D.C. Uhuru Sasa will be a
part of the opening ceremony of the Albuquerque
Concention Center October 6, 7, 8. I advise everyone to take
the opportunity to dig these talented people whenever it is
possible.
There will be a meeting for all Uhuru Sasa members
Thursday night at 7 p.m. at Afro-American Studies. Future
meetings will be scheduled for interested persons to expand
•
the membership and give new students a chance to show.
.
GET IT TOGETHER ...
Friday night Eugene Evans and the Brass Monkey wHl get " • •
you together in the South Ballroom of the Union f,uildingfrom 8 to 12 p.m. at a dance sponsored by Afro-Ar :eri<lan
Studies. The music will be hip and there is no cha:v;~ror
admission. This is a get-acquainted dance for all &muk

.

students and a time to socialize with each other. Come ready

to party because there will not be any sitting around. We are
trying to make this year jump and we need every black
student to help us. New Mexico does not have many
functions for blacks and we have found that it is what you
make it. So let's get it together with all those hip people from
Detroit, Chicago, New York, Los Angeles, Dallas, etc .... and
LET'S PARTY-PEOPLE PARTY!!
The Black Student Union will meet Sunday at 3 p.m. at
Afro-American Studies, 1819 Roma, N.E. The meeting is
open to all Black Students.
As a note of reminder, the black courses are open to those
who are not aware that there are black classes.
Afro-American studies established these courses so the
student can major or minor in Black Studies. These classes
are here for black students who want to make their study
time relevant to the social and political life at UNM. The
courses are for you, so get in there and support our
professors and instructors. They do not want to be talking to
"the walls" in the classrooms.

bema_________
By TONY HILLERMAN
Professor of Journalism
Those who followed that
incredible series of sessions of last
spring must agree that the decline
of the General Faculty Meeting is
now complete. Since tolerance for
nonsense seems to decline as
intellect increases, out more
.thoughtful members have long
since ceased to attend. Those
dutiful ones who still come refuse
to take the floor on grounds that
dignity will no longer allow it.
The old law that the bad drives
out the good bas operated. The
GFM has reached a sort of nadir
of impotent, windy, fatuous
silliness.
Professors with whom I have
discussed this problem agreed on
its cause. Like most, our
community is afflicted with a few
men who have persuaded
themselves that they are natural
leaders, endowed with a superior

wit and understanding. I leave the
cause of this delusion to the
Department of Psychiatry. Suffice
it here to say that while such
persons can bl'! avoided in the
open by anyone reasonably
nimble, the rules~ of 'the GFM
leave the faculty trapped and at
their mercy. Our self-appointed
leaders and tutors preempt the
microphone. Anyone brash, or
desperate, enough to move that
debate be limited is subjected to a
scolding on grounds that he
"Violates the principles of free
speech,
I think it significant that listing
the identities of those who cause
this problem would be redundant.
There are only six of them, Any
faculty member reading this
( u nll'!ss he had foresworn
attending the GFM since about
1970) can recite thl'!ir names and
place them in the order of
verbosity. (So far I''l'e found only

(alas, hours for some) of faculty
attention they have presumed to
occupy. It would quickly become
apparent to the six offenders (as it
always has been to the
three professors who couldn't long-suffering faculty) that
manage this feat. Two hadn't been they're doing a hell of a lot of
to a GFM in several years and the talking. I'm confident that most
third was himself high on the pest of them would thereupon lapse
into an embarrassed (but no less
list of everyone else.)
It seems to me that the solution blessed) silence and thereby allow
to this melancholy situation is as soml'! work to be done.
If this opinion proves
obvious as its cause. The faculty should adopt the following unfounded, if this talkativeness
really is the symptom of some
procedure:
At the irrst meeting of the deep-seated psychic malaise as one
academic year, the faculty should member of the medical faculty
instruct its secretary to record the insists, then more direct action
names or all who address the could be considered. The chair
GFM, alcng with the number of might, for example, be instructed
times they speak and the number not to recognize any of the top
of minutes of our time they have six talkers on our cumulative list
until all serious affairs on the
used.
At each subsequent GFM of the agenda are decided. It seems to
me, however, that all six are
year, the same procedure should
gentlemen of good intentions and
be followed. And, at the
that to make them aware of their
beginning of each meeting, the
faculty would be handed a sheet sin will assure their penance.
Without some such reform the
listing the names of all who have
GFM can only remain a forum for
held the floor along with the
accumulatl'!d total of minutes
low comedy, shunned by the

serious, avoided by those who
hold their time valuable, the
object of wide-eyed amazement of
students, and of amused contempt
by the administration which it
should be advising. I'm confident
that if serious faculty members
can be assured they'll be spared
some of this vacuous rhetoric,
some of this inane pontificating,
they will return to their duty.
Then the General Faculty Meeting
will become again an arena fm:
thoughtful discussion where
faculty 'can take serious stands on
important issues,
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By RICH ROBERTS
8<V
Zimmerman Library has a new
0, inside look this semester with
~
innovations such as a card catalog
- in the lobby on the ground floor
~ making more room for the
..J reference books. It's part of the
;:.. library's plan to rearrauge books
~ and st~ff to "save money and give
,.... improved service" to the student.
8
The placement of the card
·s:~
catalog is temporary until the
~ counters can be removed and
relocated. The reference area on
~ the ground floor has been
Z expanded to include all reference
M" boolcs in a centralized unit which

.c .

by Garry Trudeau

M!

~

Library Renovations BegiiJ.

By Betty Keller

DOONESBURY

"·.o: .• " , "' •

.

.

•
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to be moved, one half of the
library's total collection, the other
half being under the Library of
Congress classification in the
reading rooms.
Whilst the top two floors of the
stacks arc in good order, the lower
floors are till in. "turmoil" in
which case Harvey suggests that
students consult a librarian for
directions.
Harvey said the library had put
extra money into the execution of
these changes which he had hoped
would be completed before fall
semester began. However he
assumed the confusion would end
soon.
by
The circulation staff has been
In this way, the library hopes expanded to help shelve books.
to provide a better service. The The limitations to further hiring is
avaiiability of the card catalog and budgetary. Harvey recognizes the
of the regular staff as well as the problem arising at times at the
subject reference librarians will circulation desk yet .sees no
take care of difficulties as they opportunity at present fat· action
arise, said Dr. Harvey, Dean of in altering the desk area or
increasing its staff.
Library Sciences.
Zimmerman Library uses
The centralization of the
reference sections was taken students in many parts of the
because the readiug rooms did not library, the majority being on a
work·study program. Dean Harvey
have enough staff to maintain
reference and general functions. · said he would like to hire more
Dean Harvey said the weekend students, particularly those
and evening services were participating in this J?rogram.
"Lots of work is done by
suffering too as the student staff
was not sufficient on these students who ate excellent
workers/' he said. "I would like
occasions.
With the transfer of the to increase expenditures to hire
reference books, the periodicals more students. There are severe
and newspapers have been restrictions now; we have a certain
relocated on the second floor. sized pot of gold and it only goes
Eventually Dean Har'l'ey expects so far." ·
''In the next budget we
to place the photocopy center
. there as well. The microforms and certainly would and have
microfilms are to be consolidated requested funds for more student
on the third floor where the assistance," he said.
This semester some student
government publications staff will
workers have been let go which
handle their operation.
While reference has been one staff member said was
movPd, the stacks have not been because of Jack of funds. Others
forgotten. To provide a "more have quit on their own accord.
practJcal and usable order" thll on.. of these student." left b~cause
stacks are being rearranged in the library limit!!d the number o.C
numerical order starting with zero hours he could work until it was
on the top floor through 999 on no longer financially profitable
for him to work there.
the bottom.
Staff will be enlarged in future
"Formerly the books in the
stacks were in the same subject years when the east extension is
order as in the reading rooms," completed, The wing will cover
Harvey said. "It was often hard 45,000 square feet. Dean Harvey
for a professional librarian to find said the crowded situation in the
present space would be relieved
.a book and even harder for a
by two years when the wing is
freshman."
The shifting of the stack books finished.
"Seating at present is somewhat
began August 15 and is expected
to be finished within two more below what is really needed," he
weeks. There are 300,000 volumes said. "We can seat 1700 but

~!~eb;f t~=n:r~~es~;o:~l :~~~~

should be able to seat 4000
according to national standards."
Digging for the extension will
begin next summer, beginning at
basement level. Dean Harvey said
it would be dirty, dusty and noisy
during the excavation, but mostly
noisy.
The present faculty-staff
parking lot located on that site
will consequently be consumed.
However Dean Harvey believes the
trade of "parking space for
rea ding space" more than
compensates for the loss of the
lot,
Ultimately the plan for the
present building will complete the
moving undertaken in the stacks
by a complimentary
rearrangement in the reading
rooms with the Library of
Congress books starting on the
third floor. at A and finishing on
the second floor with Y.
Reference which is Z will be on
the first floor and periodicals will
be in the basement.
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HOUSE
3011 Monte Vista NE
(near Girard & Central
just East of UNM)

crepe
comfort

IT'S

Fomolare does the "violin" wedgie for
fun and comfort. 1he next best thing 1o
barefoot. black, dark brown, navy.
41!2-10, N-M. 17.95
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Broadway & Central
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Mark Blum, city editor
Sandy McCraw, managing editor
Scott Beaven, arts and media

SINCE

Resident students who wish to
engrave their names or ID
numbers on their personal
belongings may check out
engravers from their floor advisors
today and tomorrow.

Editorial Staff

Aaron Howard, editor

Advent

COMPANY

es

Use Your Rhodes Option Charge or Master Charge. Coronado Center: louisiana & Menaul- Monday thru
Saturday, 9:30 to 9. Sunday, Noon Ia 5 •

.
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Middle America Movie Reviewer~
SECOND SIG.fl'r: NOTES ON
SOME MOVIES 1965·1970,
Richaxd Schicke}, Simon S,
Schuster, $8.95.
By TOM GREENWALD
(Ed. note: Tom Gretmwald
teaches in the writing workshop at
York University, Toronto, and
also teaches a course on
contemporary film at the same
institution.)
Since 1965, Richard Schickel
has been reviewing movies for
"Life" magazine; "Second Sight:
Notes on Some Movies
1965·1970" is a collection of his

GET

GOOD
SPEAKERS

TOO!

Kenwood 2120

Stereo Receiver

Garrard 408

'189.95

81.80

with Base, Oust Cover,

Ma!)netic Cartridae

Jensen Model 2
Speaker Systems

96.00

Value

$367.75

Special

$289.95

reviews. After reading hifi work, it
is easy to see why he has done so
well at "Life." He seems the
perfect reviewer for middle
America; he is modest, decent,
industrious and does not employ
auy cumbersome t~esthetics which
might raise the irP of his inteuded
a 'tdience. Furthermore, as the
dust jacket of his book informs
us, he really likes movies. This, of
course, is the blanket defense for
all movie reviewers who bring
enthusiasm rather than
intelligence to theit writing !lbout
film. The nasty film critics, people
like Dwight MacDonald, Stanley
Kauffman, Harold Clurman and
John Simon, do not really like
movies, you see, because if they
did, they would not be so, ah, er,
critical. The film critics are just a
bunch of masochistll who devote a
sizeable portion of their time and
energy to writing seriously about
film for the pain it will cause
them.
To be sure, Richard Schickel
Uk<Js movies. Which means, he
likes a lot of movies, many of
them bad. But it would be grossly
unfair to compare his work to the
superior work of the above
mentioned film critics. Renata
Adler, who reviewed films for
''The New York Times,"
attempted to judge films
according to theil: level of
(lmbition. Schickel considers
himself a movie reviewer and, as
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Smart students visit Hudson's
before they buy stereo equipment

Menaul & Pennsylvania, NE

Bible School

no charge
Non-denominational
2 classes weekiy
Tuesdays & Thursdays
7-9PM
Begins Sept. 12th
For Information Call
877-2194

GSA

such, he is much better at his task
tha:ri the Judith Crist& and Rex
Reeds of' the wotld. He seems
pdmari ly concerned with
American films, partly because of
the audience he is writing for,
partly because of his own interest
an.d taste. lie is an unabashed
defender of the Hollyw.>od
motion picture industry though
he is not blind to the
shortcomings of the industry. He
realizes that New York is not the
centre of the universe and worries
that the trendy trash that often
comes out of Hollywood is
alienating potential moviegoers,
people who do not have the wide
range of films available to them
that New Yorkers do. He is not
anti·foreign film but he seldom
seems as excited by a good foreign
film as he does by a slick
Hollywood picture. He re$erves
his enthusia~m for the home
grown product.
Likeable Richard
Schickel comes through as an
immensely like!!ble human being.
One gets the feeling that he is not
as good at his trade as he would
lilre to be and that this bothers
him, as though, if he only had
more time to think before writing,
he would be a better reviewer. At
the end of many of his reivews he
has included re-evaluations of his
opinions. He is not the least
reticent about admitting that he
misjudged certain films or that
given reviews were poorly written.
His honesty about his own
shortcomings is one of the most
refreshing aspects of the book.
He is not a great writer by any
means but he manages to invest
his reviews with enough concrete
detail to give the reader some idea
of what the movie is (lbout
without spoiling the surprises
whi<'h might be in store for a
potential viewer. After r!!ading
Schickel, one does not have the
feeling that one has already seen
the movie and this is a definite
plus for a movie reviewer. This
present collection includes over
eighty reviews, everything from
"Morgan!" to "The Passion of
Anna." Too often Schickel praises
such obvious turkeys as "The
Forbin Project" and "Planet of
the Apes" but he does recognize
quality when he sees it in the
films of Bunuel, Bergman,

An&onioni, et a!. Schickel's
opinions are not of the int~·usive
sort; the reade~ can take them or
leave them alone according to his
awn taste. Unfortunately, good
reviews by Richard Schickel do
not really mean very much,
mainly because they are so
common. But the careful reader
will have much less trouble
adjusting to Schickel's
peculiarities than, say, Pauline
Kael's. Predictability in this case is
a slight virtue.
Weird Fixation
Schickel does have one habit
that is extremely bothersome. In a
weird sort of way, he seems
fixated on youth culture movies.
Wisely, he is anti-youth cult.
Unwisely, he devotes an
unnecessary amount of energy
and critical bombardment in his
attempt to discredit such films,
Why bother? Even the kids stay
away from most of the movies
supposedly designed just for
them, so what exactly is Richard's
p.roblem? Curiously enough,
Schickel 's level of taste has not
risen much above the adolescent
level, his greatest enthusiasm
. beiug ~·eserved for the Hollywood
genre movies which closely
resemble the films of his youth. Is
he mad at the kids because they
do not seem to want to go to the
movies that he liked when he was
their age'? In his note on his
review of "Wild in the Streets," he
acknowledges that the majority of
the younger generation are as
stolid as ever but then goes on to
say that "nihilists" is "probably
too dignified a term for a
generation of hitch-hikers,
drop·outs and pot·heads." And in
his reviews of the Rolling Stones•
film "Gimtne Shetter," he
descends to th(> level of cha~act<l~
Msassination. Discussing Mick
Jagger, Schkkel sounds like a
hippie discussing Ed Muskie:

JJNNEi&

JOHN DAVID SOUTHER,
Asylum SD 5055
We fear that John David
Souther is another performer
doomed to the depths of
obscurity, mostly because he lacks
the quality it takes to become a
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Two University Community Forum Delegates
Pick up Application form at the GSA Office
Room 106, SUB
Phone277-3803
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UNM Clippers
The UNM Clippers, women's
nuxiliaey of NROTC, wUl hold a

rush party, Thursday evening,
September 7, in the Naval Science
Building, at 7 p.m.

soloist of any recognition. He has
a pleasant voice and plays the
guitar fairly well, but he fails to
go beyond the fundamentals.
The album is pretty much
country•folk, with the exception
<Jf a couple of cuts that aren't
really anything. John David wrote
all of the songs and sings all
vocals; his double-tracked
harmonies, which at first sound
good, quickly grow monotonous
and predictable. His lyrics are on
the most part pathetic, Many of
the songs are about girls, and
there's even one about Jesus. And
if you haven't fallen asleep by the
time the album's over, the last
song, "Lullaby," might just do the
job.
-Webster & Klatt

New Mexico
DAILY LOBO
Vol. 75
No.9
Box 20, University P.O., UNM,
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
Editorial Phone (505} 2774102, 277-4202;
Advertising 277-4002

Filing
Deadline:
September 8,

1972

University of New Mexico
Students for Environmental
Action (SEA) will present two
Sierra Club films at their first
meeting of the year on Thursday,
September 7, at 7:00p.m. in the
SUB Theater. The films are "Glen
Canyon," about the superb
Colorado River canyon drowned
beneath Lake Powell, and
''Multiply and Subdue," which
deals with the topic of rampant
land subdivision and development.

John David Souther: Doomed

wilt
Chairman of the Council,

inaccurate, petty, whiny, and just
plain stupid,
While ''Second Sight" is hardly
must reading for serious students
of fllm, Schickel is a better than
average reviewer with a fair to
middling batting average. It is
di!ficult to get very excited about
this collection, one way or the
other. l almost have the feeling
that Schickel, himself, would
agree. That is one teason why the
man seems more interesting than
the reviewer. But for most people,
that will probably not be
interesting enough.

/f}-/,
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The Dally New Mexico Lobo is
publi$11ed Monday through Friday
every regular week of the Univcr·
sl.t:v year by the Board of Student
Publications of the University of
New Mexico, and is not financially
associated with UNM. Second class
postage paid at Albuqrrque, NPw
Mexico 87106. Subscription rate is
$7 !or the neadcmk year.
The opinions expressed on the
editorial pages of The Dally Lobo
are tnosc of tn<' autnor solely. Un·
signed opinion Is that o( the edi·
torlal board nf Thl' Daily Lobo.
Nothing printed in The Dally Lobo
necessarily ~eprpscnts the views of
the University of N<'W Mexico.
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and call yo1.1r old man and see if
he's got any friends that could use
al10ther worlter on the assembly
line.''

Paul Scherr
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John fidgete d in his chair while
.., Mr. Begin of the employment
t'§ agency read through the fold~r in
J:l frou t of him, His desk was
8 cluttered with pens, forms,
'x folders, a small metal filing bo~
~
and microfilm machine. 'rhf.!. red
plastic contour chairs lined against
~ the wall were half full of bored or
disinteret>ted faces.
Beltin cleared his throat. "Well
§In now ... " he said. "l see here
~
you've got a degree in liberal arts,
majored in English ... what kind
of job are you looking for?"
"Well anything that, .. " John
hesitated. "What do you have?"
''Not much, I'm afraid. But
first of all, do you understand
how this agency operates?"
"I'm not too sure," John said.
"lt's like this; we place you in a
job and for the next year and a
half, we take fifteen percent of
your salary for our fee. If you
stay on the job less than six
months, we tafte thirty per cent.
But you don't have to pay us
anything until we find you a job,
understand? Now, did you sign
the contract yet?
"No, but ... "
"Just a second. He called to the
secretary in the ante·room.
"Mary, will you bring in a
contract for Mr. Isham to sign?
Thanks." He turned to John.
"As far as jobs are concerned,
we only have a few available for a

Z

* * *

The hitchhiket· was picked up
on· the Indiana Turnpike by a
truck dl.'ivet' in a brand uew
Peter·Built. A pi(~Ce of p1;1per was
pasted to the wall of the cab.
"Is that a diploma?" he' asked.
"Yea," John said. "Another
month of drivin' this rig and I'll
make back the money I wasted on
it. Af·ter ·that I'm on the gr;wy
train."

Las Cnmpanus
'l'h!!re will be a m{>eti ng of Las
Campanas Thul'sday, tonight, at
7:30p.m. in the SUB.

Boycott Commiitee
The Albuquerque BoyeotL
Committee will meet Saturday,
Septl;mber 9, at 2 p.m. at thl.'
Chicano Studies. Action pl'Ojcl.'ts
on the currPnt lettuce boycott
will be developed.

or I'm walking aut of here!"
person with your qualifications.
"Alright, alright •.. " Beldn
There's an opening for a live-in
babysitter for two children under said. "What's your home
telepl10ne number?"
8. It pays $1.60 an hour,
"484-7 856.''
weekends off, And here's one for
"Good, Now get on the phone
a porter in a nursing home, and
we have-just a second."
He called out to the guy in a
red beret. "Hey Bill-it finally
opeped up. You can start
tomo1·row. Pay is $4.75 an hour,
company car and expepse
account . . . . Fine . . . Sure
lJ-nytime."
. "How come he's got a job that
pays $4.7 5 an hour and I can't get
one that pays more than $2? ,"
John asl;;ed.
"He's culturally deprived,"
Bekin replied. "The government
Food Service Facilities
creates jobs for people like him."
"But I've got a degree!"
"So what? If there's no jobs,
Snack Bar-a complete short order menu.
there's no jobs. If you were a
member of a recognized minority
group you might have better luck.
Cafeteria-a full meal (Lunch only).
Or a Vet. The government's ·
pushing jobs for them too. Boeing
Desert Room-Scrumptious Salads and
just laid _off a couple thousand
Buffet in pleasant Surroundings
people, and let's face it-they've
got seniority."
(Lunch only)
''That's ridiculous. I went to
school for four years, spent over
;:
Casa del Sol-Southwestern Cuisine
$6,000, and the only job I can get
is baby·sitting.!"
"Look kid, you're boring me."
~ Catering-a complete menu. delivered
"Boring you! Shove it
:;;
to your front door
Jac;k-either find me a decent job

GaUegos
Eugene Gallegos will talk and
rock bands will play on Friday
beginning at 3 p.m. on the mall in
a vo t ~>r J'<'!!lstJ.:a.tion .ddvc
sponsored by tile Young
Democrats.
Gallegos is the Democratic
candidate for U.S. congress from
the Northern District,
Cody and Red Weather West
are two of the bands who said
they wi'! play.

The

l

has it all!

Games Area

Pool Tables, Ping Pong, Game machines - Bowling . , . Leagues
now forming for Pool, Bowling and Ping PongSee the Games area manager.

~--------------~-

r--------------~

Drmna Tryouts
The UNM Theatre Arts
Department will hold tryouts for
its second production or the year
from 4:00 to 5:30 and 7:30 to
9:00 PM on Sept. 21 and 22 at
the Comedia Theatre in the old
Drama Building. The play is
Arthur Miller's adaptation of
Ibse 11 's, "An Enemy of the
People." Professor Edwin Snapp is
the direrlor. Tryouts are open to
everyone, students and
uon·students.

LUNCHES

Candy & Tobacco Store
All sorts of fattening goodies and
all lines of tobacco products.

Magazine Room
Plenty of Easy reading from Penthouse to Life of the American
Indian. Paperbacks, Magazines, and Cosmetics

9 am to 1:30 pm
Quick Service
at the right price

Coffee House
Live top name entertainment
in intimate surroundings with good food.

Newman Center

1815 Las Lomas

For Further Information Call 277-2333
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AM/FM FM Stereo Cassette . 2s waffAM7¥~~rf·M~'st;reo
Recorder
Model
goo
RECEIVER
Lafayette

LRK

Uses new Chromium Dioxide or standard cassettes.
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Lafayette Model LR75

Built-in QD-4 QUADROSONIC ADAPTER

Sophisticated Amplifier with inp,wts for turntable; tape deck;
headphone jack; main and remote speakers.

REQULARLY $214.75

REGULARLY $124.95

$17988

Automobile
Dwell
Tachometer

Tune up eleclroniGally any car ever
made. Complete

MINIATURE
Solid State
vltiil.:J

Intercom

PQI1abte ... move from room to room
or between houses. No wiring. Pushto-talk button. Lock button.

PAIR

Panasonic
FM/AM/FM
Stereo Radio

Stereo
Phono with
FM/AM FM
Stereo Radio

The POWELL RE-7600
with IC; Tuning meter;
Stereo-eye; Stereo selec·
lot; AFC; l ' t l IUnllr:
Tuned AF stage: Loud·

ness contml; Walnut wood.

THE CHESTERTON SE-2010 with

Twin 61h" air-suspension
speakers; Solid state eng1·
nee red.

3 -wood roootd ch~hQCf. Magms ..
toto eattndgo. Sepph!re sty1us.
AFC; FET tunor, S!oreo oyOd; OTL
CtrCUtlry; Two 5• 6PG"8$;rus

a.oparato

l

onclo~urus; dust ct,~Yet

m

LIST PRICE $159.95

LIST PRICE $149.95
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Portable Cassett Reco;der
See this swingin'
Solid State Headphone AM Radio
with variable volume control. Wild

colors!

Radio
AC/DC
Ttus delu~e cassello tape
recorder IS a precision engi-

neered

tnslrumenl,

.

~

$1588 $2 295

~~~~~!ruction

$9995
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MORE ON POLYMPICS
It is unforgivable, the behavior of a handful of Arab
terrorists who interfered with the Olympic games in Munich, ~
~
West Germany.
ID
I just can't express the sourness within me over the events g.
occurring there, because these terrorists want to prove to the ~
world, something that they, just like their comrads, cannot ""
and will not win.
It)
It is unfortunate that the good guys, the many innocent (.:
""'
people in this world, have to suffer the consequences for
those few who cannot accept that which they can benefit
from, if they would only give peace a chance.
I don't think they realize what harm they are causing the
many Arab-born people who don't want to hassle with
anyone, but just want to be left alone to live the way they
want to.
U is unbelievable that these terrorists, (and may I take the
liberty to call them maniacs) would have the nerve to stop an
event as important as the Olympics, kill at least two Israeli
Nationals, and hold the rest of the Israeli delegation, just to
tell the world what it is already tired of listening to.
Every person from every nation in this great world should
think about this event very seriously, because the way it
looks, it is going to come home to us. Not only every Jew
should worry now, but every Black, Yellow, Chicano, Indian,
and White, because there are a few maniacs out there in this
great world who are out to get us.
We have to do something, if we want to prevent a happy
scene, like walking hand in hand with a beautiful person,
from turning into one of bloodshed by a fatal gun shot from
some maniac.
I can't perceive or accept the possibility that God can
actually allow such monstrous things to occur, Olympic
games or no Olympic games. I only hope that God somehow
gets a hold of this paper so that he can read my plea, «can't

completely

destgned lor easy portabilily. Works
on batlenes or house current. Btg 3 inch
spoaker lor good lidel.ty~
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Chemical Center

College of Pharinacy
Recruits Mir1orities

A program to recruit and retain
New Mexico Chicano, Indian, and
Black pharmacy students, as well
as students from low income
families, is underway at the
·~ University of New Mexico College
g of Pharmacy.
Tentative approval for a five
grant totaling $182,000 has
~~ year
been a warded to the College
under. the Health Professions grant
!I ~ program of the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare.
'<V
1>11 First year funds of $30,000
it already have been received to let
the college begin the recruitment
and retention program this year,
said Dr. Carmen Bliss, pharmacy
dean.
The initial portion of the grant
allows for the hiring of a full-time
Director of Minority Recruitment,
secreta,rial help, the purchase of
.audio-visual equipment and
printed materials, and travel
funds. Funds in succeeding years
als.o will provide for a
comprehensive tutorial program,
Dean Bliss s~:~id the program will
provide more opportunities for
students from minority and low
income groups in areas of higher
education, .and will let more of
them attain positions of
leadership and responsibility in
society.
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Increased educational
opportunities in the health
sciences for these students also
will let many of them return to
their communities and work out
solutions to the pro'blems of
health care which afflict many
wrallocalities, Dean Bliss said.
The director, who is now being
recruited, will work closely with
the public schools and institutions
of higher education in the state
during the program's initial yenr.

~RASnOFf
Albuquerque's Foremost School of

BALLET
Russian Technique

NATALYA KRASNOFF
Instructor and Director
f-'mmdr•r r1[

THE ALBUQUERQUE BALLET COMPANY
Stu dell! rJ[

MICHEL FOKINE-MIKHAIL MORDKIN
BRONISLA VA NIJINSKA

UNM student classes for beginners forming now
Meat

Limited openings for intermediate and advanced students
6101·05 Anderson SEat San Pedro

Uruguayans eat more meat per
capita than any other country in
the world. They are followed by
New Zealand, Argentina,
Australia, the U.S., France,
Canada and the United Kingdom.

for further information please cal/265-8150 or 265-3262
(several minutes ftom ONM)
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Front runners from Trampeze®:
with real racy spirit and form!
Round at the toe. Laced and

you choose the bad guys for once?!''

buckled for action. For the girl

CO-REC
A new activity is coming to UNM this fall. Organized by
Altha Crouch of the Physical Education Department, it
should be of great interest to all students.
It's called the CO·REC Flag Football Championship, and
will consist of four men and four women on a team.
The game rules are simple, very practical, and some of
them a:re as follows:

who wants the best in fashion.

"Sprint" in brown or blue suede.

17.99

1) A junior size ball will be used
2) There will be no contact blocking permitted

$44 75

3) Screening, as in basketball, will be permitted
4) Flags will be attached to waistline belts

For more information about these rules and others, or for
any questions you may have about this CO·REC Program, a
simple phone call to Miss Crouch at 277-43461 will answer all
of them.
Better yet, you can stop by room 202 in Johnson Gym,
pick up an entry blank, and meet Miss Crouch who will be
happy to answer your questions.
It is encouraged that all students who want to register, to
do so as soon as possible. The program will begin this week 1
with Fridays at 4:00 p.m. scheduled as competition days.
Bicycles! Bicycles!
Over2SO European 10-Speeds
in stock
Friendly Servke • • •
Expert Repairs
823 Yale SE

FAIR PLAZA/LOMAS &SAN PEDRO, N.E.

- - Daity

Next door to Pier 1 Imports

10-5:30

OPEN 'TIL 9WEEKDAYS/SATURDAY 'TIL 6

LAFAYETTE®
R AD I 0

ELECTRONICS

INSTANT FINANCING AVAILABLE

842-9100
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The distribution of income
bet ween rich and poor is
increasing in the United States.
Some 45% of all salary income
goes to the top fifth; 60% or
income from personal business
and property also goes to this
group. The top 20% own 77% of
total personal wealth.
Public employ-ee strikes have
climbed from 36 to 412 in the last
decade said a study by the Tax
Foundation. The report also said
that ono in five wage earners in
the nation are new govrernment
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Indian Jewelry
:

OLDTOWN
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Radio Hntning
The UNM AmateUl· Radio Club
will have its first meeting of the
semester Saturday, SPpt. 9, at 1 0
a.m. in room 217 of Tapy Hull
(E.E. bldg.). All with an interest
in .amateur radio Ol'
communications, are invited to
attend. Old members may attend
a 9 a.m. work session, if desirf;!d.

The Chemical Culture Center is
$tarting a series of training
sessions on September 7 nt 7:30
p.m. in room '!.00 of the business
and administration science
building. The Chemical Culture
Center has drug information, does
talk downs, and counseling
drug related problems.

Downtown • Winrock • Uptown

"Robin Hood" in
shades of brown suede.

16.99

-
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Ghost Dance

Women's Center

Ghost Rose and Cottonmouth
have been added to play at the
Young Democrats Voter
Registration party on Friday
beginning at 3 p.m. on the Mall.
Gene Gallegos, Democratic
candidate for U.S. Senator from
the Northe.rn District will speak to
the assflmbled multitude between
rock bands.
Cody and Red Weather West
are the two other rock bands
scheduled to play.

The Women's Center at the
University of New Mexico will
hold a two-day open house Sept.

7·8,

The Center, located at 1824
Las Lomas NE, will be open to all
visitors from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. on
Thursday, Sept. 7 and from 9 a.m.
to 10 p.m. on friday, Sept. 8.

VOLUNTEERS NEEOEO
FOR.

*NEW MEX\CO MCGOVERN*
C/\MPI\\GN
-:.· ME'i:T\NG IN S.U~B.ROOtl\ ~~\-E *

TON\GHT
\"URS{)f\'( E\IEN \NG-7:-ao P.~
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FRANK F 1NE
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Entries for mens flag or touch
football and co-recreational
football will be open until Friday.
Interested persons should report
to Johnson Gym 202.
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Ernie & lynn's

DUI(E CITY
CLEANERS
Olft-rs •tu<ll.'nt' 20'',' olt on
drydt>anin~.

Pick Up Your
Discount Card

2219 Lead S.E.

Exclusive Showing Tomorrow through Sunday Only
Award Winning Short Films-Don't miss them!
-~T/iMPEOING -~CiifJ~~-=THE -=~C/IEENl

ADVERTISING
or !i1l moil
Cla.qslfied Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.l\1. 8710G

Rates: lOc per wotd, $1,00 minimum.
Terms: Pal!Tilent must be mad~ in !uU
pri~r to Insertion of ndverUsemc!lt.
Where: J ournnlism Bull<!ing, Room
20G

ATHLETIC CARD
Sept. 8 is the last day for
obtaining athletic cards without
payh1g a late charge of $1.50.
The cards may be obtained
from the UNM Photo Service,
1820 Las Lomas NE, from 8 a.m.
to noon and from 1 to 3 p.m.
Monday through Friday.
To avoid standing in long lines
sttodents should arrive early.

l
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3t-t ~- 7 ~ 7 New IVIexlmJti DEPT.
u.h3arJ
DAILVpa 1872
'ilj./) ~
Friday, September i'.lrM~2RMAN Ll
'

Football

CLASSIFIED

HELP!

*

Activities Night

Student Activities Night will be ,.
held Sept. 15 from 6 p.tn. until .ex.
midnight itl the Union. Bands
include Wood Rose, Magic Sam
and the Blue Ridge Mountain
Boys. 'l'here will bl.l free games.

1) PERSONALS

3)

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATlON
meet• Thursdays, o:80 p.m. In room 230
of Student Unlon. All nre welcome. P/7
RIDE OR RIDERS, Santa Fe to UNI\1.
Monday, Wc<;!nesdny, late nftcrnoons. U82-o
2468,
9/15
ASTJtOLOGlC HOROSCOPES cast & read
lllus future yenr. 265·6177.
9/22
l.EGAL SERVICES for UNM student•/
otnff. Nominnl !cos, I•'urnished by nualifi~d
law students of the Clini~nl Law Program
under AUPcrvtsion of t'taff a.ttorney o£
UNM Law School. Cnll 277·2913 or 2773604 for appointment. Sponsored by the
All!loclated Students of tho Unlveraity of
_!I e~v Mexico.
tfn
FREE :ROOM ANO BOARD in cxchnuce
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Miner's Son Speaks Out
(Editor's note: Joseph A.
(Chip) Yablonski is a labor lawyer
in Washington, D.C. and Miners
For Democracy (MFD) organizer.
The son of the forme~ labor
organizer who was mw:dered
while running for United Mine
Worker pl:'esident, Yablonski
spoke at Popejoy Hall on Sept. 6
as part of the AST.JNM Speakers
Committee series "Alternatives."
Yab1oru;;ki was interviewed by
Lobo Editor Aaron Howard while
he was in Albuquerque.)
Lobo; In addition to your job
as attorney with the Washington
Research Miners Project, what else
have you been doing recently?
Yablonski: My job with the
Miners Project involves
mineworkers litigation. This is a
test project to see whether the
Landman·Griffin Act can be made
to work ( ed. note: the Act is a
result of l~gislation to provide for
democratizing the miners union}.
We are going to work on
litigation exclusively but the
miners found themselves
unrt>presentcd in safety questions.
Our work is primarily with
i ni unction cases where miners
have refused to work because the
mine is unsafe.
Lobo: Winthrop Rocltefeller is
running on an anti-strip mining
campaign. He has helped the
union and the miners?
Ynblonski: No, he hasn't. But
the Project is trying to -~Jtay oat of
politics (in West Virginia).
Lobo: You talked about the
lack of ideology in the Amedcan
labor movement bcforf.!. Would
you pleuse explain what you
meant?
Yablonski: !<'or a long time,
labor economists and theorists
here espoused the basic diffet!'nc!l
betwt>en American and world
labor was a lack of ideology in the
United States. This was supposed
to be due to tlw lack of an
American labor party.
In other countries, unions have
ideological expret>Sions through
their own candidates which they
run in elections. Unions also
support nl'wspapers with an
ideological bent.
'l'his theory is coming under
attack by other theorists. The
labor movement, at least since th!'
Wagner Act, has been evolving a
new ideology. It is not the kind
which n>duces the question to one
of Marxist ideology, the class
struggle.
The best example of this theory
is a new book called "Strike.'' The
author argues American labor has
an ideology of its own~·it's an
anti-employer, not anti·capitalist
ideology.
Lobo: Is that true among the
United Mine Workers (UMW)?
Yablonski: The UMW is 15
years ahMd of most unions here.
They are symptomatic of what's
going on in the labor movement.
WP have a situation in which
contra~:ts are negotiated without
rank ·and·file participation.
Workers are anti·~stablishment
because they feel they're getting
screwed by management and the
labor management.
ln the 1930's, before the bulk
of labor was organized, etnployers
dictated working conditions.
Workers could understand these
terms. Now employers and
organized . labor are n()gotiating
and workers don't understmid
who is on their side.

Labor has moved into all fields
of a worker's life---medical, dental,
legicare, retirement. When a labor
man speaks out today, he runs the
risk of antagonizing the union
leadership.
Lobo: In the election between
Miller and Boyle, who do you
think is going to win?
Yablonski: I think Miller is
going to win by between
two-thirds and 80 percent of the
vote. You can judge that
statement by what happened in
the nominations. The Maple Creek
Mine was 179•9 for Miller; !J:eland
Mine was something like 25·1 for
Millllr. He has very strong grass
root!; support.
Lobo: Have there been any
threats again~t Miller like what
happened in 1969?
Yablonski: Yes and these arc
currently under investigation. In
some ateM, it i$n't as bad as it was
in 1969; in other areas there's
bee11 no change. The intimidation
is more subtle. The moml'nt a guy
crosses somebody in power who
sits in judgmPnt of him, he's in
trouble.
Lobo: What influcnc(' does
Cesar Chavez have on the labor
movement'?
Yablonski: I look at Chavez
like I look at Jerry Worth.
The labor movement has been
stagnant since 1947. In our
society, if a major institution does.
not grow, it wmt't endure-. 'l'he
labor movement isn't organizing
the unorganized except for WOl'th,
with the municipal workers, and
Chavez, with the farm workers.
Worth is more in the mode of
the traditional organizer. He sits
in the Executive Council of the
AFL-CIO.
Chavez is doing it despite many
setbacks. What is most effective is
the threat of a boycott. Not much
organized labor is behind Chavez.
The ranl:·and·file has to pick up
news of the boycott out of union
newsletters,
You know, all unions have a
Labl'l Committee which is
supposed to 11:!11 worke:rs to buy
union products, It's a joke, Farah
is the only one that's being tagged
by Label Committees and I don't
know how dfectively organized
labor is behind the Farah strike.
Chavez has got
attraction-people can believe in
him. All you had to do was watch
the Democratic convention to see
the religious-like fervor
surrounding the lettuce boycott.
Here's a group of people who
have been under the hePl so long
and now tlu•y're trying to get out.
Lobo: What is the situation of
tlw coal companies coming out to
New Mexico?
Yablonski: Politically ym1're
talking about a powder keg.
I was at a 1\.U?D meeting where I
saw deep minm·s und strip miners
work out a ont! and a half page
agrpemt>nt over the space of a day.
The- MFD do("sn't favor
abolition of strip mining. They
suy there ari> some areas in which
strip mining ought to be
restricted, Coal mi1\ers have to live
where they work. Min!'rs don't
want to live near polluted streams
with boulders crashing through
their homes.
'rhey favor expensive
reclamation and controls to make
strip mining expensive. But coal is
the fuel of the future ...
Lobo: 'They're going to ration

out the amuunt of natural gas in
New Mexico and switch to coal
from what I've heard. There are
plants here to strip mine coal . , .
Yablonski: There's going to be
a lot of ~trip mining in the
Rockies over the next few years.
Look, I represent the MFD.
They want reclamation and
restriction. That will be the policy
out here. I think it's a wise policy
if the union sticks to strong
reclamation.
I don't foresee the kind of
expansion of strip mining out here
you've seen in the last five years.
Of course, I don't think that it
will halt strip mining either.
Lobo: What was your opinion
Qf Saul Alin~ky?
Yablonski: I thought he was a
whore when he wrote Lewis'
biography,
'l'here needs to be the kind of
initiative in the labor movement
like Alinsky bud.
An example: there have been a
lot of organizers trying to
organize the lt•xtile factories
throughout the south. Alinsky
would say not to go after
Burlington here, Farah there and
another company some other
place. Every time a guy is fired,
hire him as an organizer. They
would then show up outside the
plant gat<• passing leaflets {}Ut.
And they'd be the ont>s who'd be
believ<.>d becaus<! they had been
fired.
Anyone who tells people to eat
beans before a con~:ert in order to
integrai£' a hall llas got to be a
b>Yeat organizer.
Lobo: What do you think the
future or the labor movement.
looks like from your perspective?
Yablonski: Boy)p and his crowd
W'.tnt to portray the miners as a

Instead of placing recyclable materials into their
appropriate ecology wagons, students have been dumping
trash in the immediate area. Grounds within 100 ft. of tlw
wagons are littered with paper bundles, milk cartons and
decaying organic wastes. Perhaps a concerned student group
will help clean up the area.
Photo by Mike Quinn
bunch of dummies-but the
miners ar<• much smarter than
that. John Lewis had an eighth
grade edueation and look how he
turned out!
The future of thl' movement
can only be saved if tlt<.>re is
democratic reformation. On!'
r<'ason that Mt>any can't tolerate
McGovern is that his union
couldn't tolerate an open
couv~ntion
thi' DPmocrats
had.
In 19G!>, my dad was shut out
of 205 locals and Boyle in only

mw

one. A11d therJ.>'s llJ.>Ver been a suit
brought beforr thr
Landman·Griffin commissioJl to
void an election,
Union manageme11t must
become mor(> rrsponu'i"'e to its
membl'rs, Right now they can sit
at tlw top and feel they'll tH"l«'r
geL thrown out b~cause tlwy
control lhl' apparulus. They ('an
makP all kinds of deals and k<"ep
gelt.ing older and oldl'r.
Boyle is 79 and he's lt>llinl(
Vietnam vets how negotit1tions atl'
going to be donP , •. nn soap!

Yablonski Sees Union Weakness
By DUCHESS SMl'l'H
Any audience expecting to hear
Joseph Yablonski praise American
organized labor wa.~ dissappointed
Wednesday. night in Popejoy Hall.
"I'm biased in favor of
organized labor. r sec the good it
can do," Yablonski said. "I don't
b I i n d my s e If to see its
weaknesses. ••
''What's wrong with labor in
1972? It's stagnant. Since World
War II, except for ('~psar Chavez
and a few others, American labor
has seen u decline in the number
of peo pie joining unions," he said.
"1 believe if an institution does
not grow, it will not endure."
Yablonski said this was largely
due to an increase in productivity
and a decrea~e il1 numbers. In the
past it took a greater number of
people to produce the same
number of services. Technology
has made it possible for the same
amount of noods to bto produced
by a relatively small number or
people.
"People are damn fed up with
being just another part of u
machine," he said. "There is no
challenge to the body or the mind
and the bon!dom results in more
and morl' injuries on the job."
All they do i~ put a white gadget
in a blue gadget.
"Men· and women of this
country are bored and sick and
tiretl of tedious endless jobs on

ass~mbly

lines. Tl!cy'n•
exaspC?rated that they . pay the
major sb:ll'e of taxes and see little
in return. They're frustrated to
see big business making dec::i~ions
when thPy have no voice."
Yablonski said that for the first
lime in decades labor does not
stand behind a Democratic
candidate.
"One of tht• reasons the
AFL·CIO mPrged was to see that
labor had a voice in politics. Now
.SOID(' people ar!i' b~hind
!\.1cGovPtn, s(>m(• are tleutral, and
somt> are supporting the President.
I personally am for McGo\'etn."
Yablonski said the Nixon
administration, the first
Republican. administration in
years has made an appeal to the
rank aud file worker.<> which will
probably succe~.>d since Wallace is
no longer a candidate.
"A couple of days ago wco
celcbarated Labor Day. It was a
timE' to pause and pay tribute to
the American worln•rs men and
women. 1 seriously dnubt if most
people did that. 'l'hcy W<'nt to the
mountains, trilllml'd their hedges,
t'Lc." 'l'hey didn't think about the
crisis of tiH' American labor fore<•
in 1972."
"John L. Lewis one<' said il 's a
shame the gov<'rnment spl'nds
morl' money on bunnies and
rabbits and deer tha11 on Hs own
people. There are more wildlovc
inspectors than men who i11spcct

th<' worldng conditions of our
working tnl'll and wom!'n. M<'n arc>
being killed and the unions at('
doing nothing about it."
"Lust yl.'ar 200 miners wem
ltilli>d in mining accid~nts," be
said.
Yablonski said union ml.'mbers
are fed up with no internal
control. A large S<'gment of union
members arl.' apalht>tic. Tht"y
don't come to mPcting.s unll'ss
they are fined if they don't.
"I d"n 'l think you should lool:
down on people because tht>Y
work for u living, beMUse t!wy
have dirt under thPir fing~•mails or
swMt under their brow," said
Yablonski.
"What good is it? Is it worth
it?"
At this point Yablonski said he
had to think fot u moment.
"If it was not for pt•ople lik1•
G!'orge M1•any, minimum waw·
would have m•wr been increased,
civil rights would h;1ve made no
advances in the labor movement.
If labor can dewlop and
idtoulor~y like the une on which it
\v"':lS f()unded, thl'n I b!•liew tlw
labor movl'ment can dev1•lop into
one of the strongesL organizaliun~
in history in thP rwx: t (I'll y••ar&.
"Now it is tlw vouth, tlw
longhairs who are the itard hats itt
a lot of places. Not thf' old
consPrvative bunch. The question
is t•an we and do we want to try
to get this ideology back?"

